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Unhealthy Rhetoric
I enjoyed Allison Stimmler's reflec-

tions on missionary motivational rheto-
ric (Vol. 36, no. 3). Given the wealth of
research showing that men are more
overtly aggressive than women,
Stimmler is probably right to suggest
that rhetoric based on tropes of compe-
tition, sports, and war appeals to elders
more than sisters.

However, I would caution against
concluding that because such rhetoric
appeals to male missionaries, it is there-
fore "right" for them—that such rheto-
ric meets their particularly male needs.
It is not inevitable that, because most
LDS missionaries are male, missionary
culture will be driven by a business-like
concern for numbers, nor is it inevita-
ble that missionary rhetoric be domi-
nated by athletic and military meta-
phors. The Church could foster a mis-
sionary culture that is pastoral rather
than numbers-driven, that values quiet
dignity over locker-room exuberance,
and that encourages missionaries to
think of themselves as sowers, shep-
herds, or teachers rather than warriors.
One can, in fact, find statements that
indicate Church leaders want mission-
aries to exemplify quiet dignity and pas-
toral concern. This is not so much a
question of gender as it is one of differ-
ent models of religiosity.

The motivational strategies used in
the sisters' conferences that Stimmler
describes (talking frankly about depres-
sion and the frustrations of the work,
being assured that it's all right to feel
negative emotions) could benefit many
missionaries, regardless of gender.
There are two reasons I suspect such
strategies are not widely used—and here
gender does come into play, but more
indirectly.

First, in order to talk about their
feelings in the way the sisters did at
their special conferences, elders
would have to open up in a way that is
atypical for men in our society. Men
aren't supposed to admit that they
feel vulnerable or weak (though I'm
inclined to think it would be healthy
for them to do so). Instead, elders,
along with sisters, get pep talks from
the mission president and stand to-
gether to belt out "We Are All En-
listed." The point of these perfor-
mances is to help missionaries over-
come feelings of inadequacy but in a
way that doesn't require them to artic-
ulate those feelings, since that's not
"what men do."

Second, I suspect that mission
leaders craft their motivational rheto-
ric on the assumption that most mis-
sionaries spend most of their time in
a state of moderate motivation and
therefore need to be "worked up."
Hence the pep talks: the lofty goals,
the incredible stories about other mis-
sionaries' successes, the extravagant
promises of the blessings that follow
sacrifice, the constant insistence on
doing better. This rhetoric is deliv-
ered on the assumption that, after the
high of zone conference wears off,
most missionaries will settle back into
a less demanding routine and will
therefore need to be worked up again
next month. I further suspect that,
for most missionaries, this rhetoric
works exactly as it's intended to. The
problem is that for missionaries who
start with a high motivation, this rhet-
oric can produce debilitating feelings
of guilt or inadequacy.

Perfectionists of any gender face
this problem. But sisters, as a group,
may seem more vulnerable because
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